English:
List Poem-Firework Night. Use noticing
adjectives for feelings and sights, action
verbs, repetition and metaphor.
Traditional Tales-Little Red Riding Hood
Use dialogue, simile, repetition for effect,

Art Explore mark making. Line
and shape. Use colour and
brush skills for firework
painting. Sculpture – making a
Christmas candle.

Maths Year 1: Addition and subtraction:
Money. Recognise coins and notes. Part
whole model to represent +/-. Adding more
and counting on. Fact families and number
bonds. Subtraction. Find the difference.
Compare number statements.
Year 2: Addition and subtraction: Count

onomatopoeia, alliteration, and adverbs.

and select money. Knowledge of 2-digit

Write complex sentences using and/who.

numbers. Add and subtract in ones and

Thinking carefully about a clear

tens. Fact families – addition and

beginning, middle and end.

subtraction facts. Number bonds within ten.

Biography-Bold Women in Black History.

Systematic number bonds. Comparing
number bonds. Related facts and checking

Use headings, questions, similes,

calculations. Number bonds to 100.Adding

adverbs (adding ly to verbs), facts,

2-digit numbers. Adding 3 1-digit numbers.

(using commas for lists of three) and

Subtraction. Find the difference. Find change

complex sentences using because.

Compare number sentences and money.

History/Geography How can we find out

Bold and Brave

why Mary Seacole is famous? How

Monet Class Yr 1&2

important was her work in the Crimean

Autumn B 2021

war? How do we know? Why doesn’t

Science and D&T
Seasonal changes and Materials.

everyone agree that Mary deserves her

We will continue to observe the

statue at St. Thomas’ hospital?

changes that Autumn brings by taking
part in a Scavenger Hunt in our

Computing Year 1 Know the difference between
personal/private information and why it is
important to ask an adult before sharing
information online. Know what to do if
something makes us worried or upset.

RE Judaism Mitzvot/Tzedakah
Why is learning to do good
deeds so important for Jewish
people?

everyone/thing online is real. Know what to
do if I am worried about something I see.

Music Learn about rhythm, pace and
pitch and the songs for our nativity.
nativity.ncert ‘A Miracle in Town’.

PE
Monet will be developing their
co-ordination through
multiskill activities.

investigate how materials can be
changed by physical force and think
about the suitability of materials for
different purposes.

Year 2 Understand the rules about sharing
information online. Understand that not

school grounds. We will also

Our

Dance theme is Moving Words.

PSHE Myself & My Relationships
Anti-bullying and positive friendships.
Healthy & Safer Lifestyles; what does
it mean to have a healthy lifestyle?

